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Abstract
We have developed a simple Core-SOL-Divertor (C-S-D) model to investigate qualitatively the

overall features of the operational space for the integrated core and edge plasma. To construct the simple
C-S-D model, a simple core plasma model of ITER physics guidelines and a two-point SOL-divertor
model are used. The simple C-S-D model is applied to the study of the EAST operational space with
lower hybrid current drive experiments under various kinds of trade-off for the basic plasma parameters.
Effective methods for extending the operation space are also presented. As shown by this study for the
EAST operation space, it is evident that the C-S-D model is a useful tool to understand qualitatively the
overall features of the plasma operation space.
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1. Introduction
Consistency between the edge plasma operation and the core plasma operation is an important

issue for the design of ITER and the future fusion power plant. In case of the ITER divertor predictive
modeling, the fitting scaling laws for divertor plasma property are built with a two dimensional (2D)
divertor transport code, and these are used as boundary conditions for the core plasma analysis[l]. Prior to
such detailed and massive calculations by multi-dimensional transport codes, it is useful to understand
qualitatively the overall features of the plasma operational space including the requirements for the SOL
and divertor plasma. For this purpose, we are developing a simple Core-SOL-Divertor (C-S-D) model.
The basic concept of the C-S-D model is presented in ref. [2]. In the present paper, we improve the neutral
transport model by using the experimental database, and apply this C-S-D model to investigating the
steady state plasma operational space of low hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments for EAST[3].

2. Simple Core-SOL-Divertor Model
2.1. Core plasma and SOL-divertor plasma model

We apply the OD plasma model based on ITER physics guidelines to the core plasma transport[4].
The usual definitions for the global particle and power balance are applied in the present paper[2], and the
particle and energy confinement times are required to solve OD plasma transport model. The scaling law
of the L-mode energy confinement time T™EKi9L [4] is applied to the energy confinement time
Tz ~ /HTETER89L > where fn(=2.0) is the confinement improvement factor for H-mode. The particle
confinement time r is defined by r = C r E , where C is the correction factor for each species. In the
present paper, C =1.0 is assumed. The L-H transition condition is also installed in the same fashion as

in ref. [5], where the experimental scaling law[6] is applied to the threshold power.
The two-point model[7] under steady state conditions can be applied with a time dependent core

transport model, because the time scale of core plasma transport is much longer than that of SOL-divertor
plasma. Basic equations of the usual two-point model are as follows:
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where « and T are density and temperature. The subscript "s" and "d" express the upstream SOL and
divertor region, respectively. The heat flux from the core plasma, temperature decay length, and Mach
number at the divertor plate are defined by q±, A, and A/d, respectively. The coefficients f^m and
/imp a r e the fraction of momentum loss and impurity radiation loss. The coefficient y{& 7.0) is the
sheath energy transmission coefficient, and the heat load e(»21.8eV) on the plate comes from the
recombination and radiation process[8].

2.2. Particle balance to determine the upstream SOL density
In order to integrate the core and edge plasma model, the upstream SOL density ns should be

given in a self-consistent manner both for the core plasma and for the edge plasma. For this purpose, the
particle balance equation in the SOL and divertor regions is used. We assume that all neutral particles
originate at the divertor plate at the rate proportional to the total particle flux to the divertor plate.
Consequently, the total neutral source rate at the edge region Na including gas puff term NpaS is as

follows:

where An is the density decay length. We assume that A n =2A. y/ is the angle of the magnetic field

to the divertor plate. The term (l/2)(l - l/e2) comes from the integration of the radial direction (from the

separatrix to the density decay length An) on the divertor plate. The coefficient Cn is a calibration factor

and Cn = 0.5 is assumed (This value is derived from the following comparison with the experimental

database). By using the simple neutral model and the particle flux across the separatrix, rcore, from the

0-D core plasma calculation, the particle balance equation for the SOL-divertor region becomes

in(^) (6)

where N?=f£Nu and N? =f*(l-f£)lfn. / * and / * are the ionization fraction in the

divertor and the SOL region, respectively. SCOIC is the core plasma surface normal to the particle flux.

The ionization fraction in the divertor region is modeled by[9]

where A^l = vn /(«d < ov >ion ) is defined by the ionization cross section < av >ion, which is the strong

function of Td, and the neutral velocity vn = sjTjm. In the present paper, the neutral temperature of

Ta = Td is assumed. The ionization fraction in the SOL region is defined by

f»j _ 4ai (8)
y'011 A i A t A-i- A -t-+ "sol "*"
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where AmK, Asol and Apamp are the effective areas for the core region, the SOL region, and the

pumping effect from the divertor region, respectively. In this paper, the effective areas of ACOK and Aiol

are assumed by each cross section area on the plasma midplane, i.e., AC0K = 2nR • a and Asol = 2nR • An.

The effective area of Apvmp is defined by Apmip =Cpump/(vn I A), where Cpump is the speed of the

pumping system[10], but the pumping effect is not considered in the present paper( Cpump = 0.0).

To check the validity of this C-S-D model, comparison with the edge transport code
(B2-EIRENE) is carried out. We have focused on the JT-60U L-mode discharge in the high recycling
state (Table 1)[11]. The density and the temperature for divertor-SOL region against the total particle flux
across the separatrix <t>p are shown in Figure 1, where the superscripts of "CSD" and "B2" correspond

to the C-S-D model and B2-EIRENE code, respectively. Qualitatively, the result of the C-S-D model is
similar to that of B2-EIRENE. Quantitatively, the difference in temperature becomes large over
<I>p = 1.5 x 1022 (s'1), mainly because B2-EIRENE result corresponds to the detached plasma state, which
is not considered in the present C-S-D model. From this comparison, it is noted that the results by the
C-S-D model are reasonable in a qualitative sense. Around Op =1.0x1 (f2(is1) density of the C-S-D model

suddenly increases and temperature decreases sharply in Figures 1, which is considered to be the
transition from a low to a high recycling state[12].

Comparison with the JT-60U divertor recycling database[13] is also carried out. In this simple
neutral model, the total ion flux on the plate is the key parameter, and Figure 2 shows its comparison
between the C-S-D model (PNBI=0.5~4.0MW, Bt=4T) and the database (PNBI=1~12MW, Bt=2~4T). The
result from C-S-D model is quantitatively consistent with the database, and it also reproduces the
nonlinearity of the total ion flux against the plasma density. The comparison of the total neutral flux from
the divertor region is shown in Figure 3. In the case of the calibration factor Cn = 0.5 in eq.(5), the result

from the CSD model is roughly agreeable with the database and this calibration factor is applied in the
present paper.

3. EAST fully non-inductive operation space by low hybrid current drive
3.1. Main trade-offs for the operation space

In the initial phase of the EAST plan, current drive experiments are planned to be carried out by
LHCD[3]. Low density operation is preferable for good current drive efficiency. On the other hand, such
operation is disadvantageous to the divertor performance, because it generally results in a high heat load
on the divertor plates. As for the steady state experiment with high performance plasma such as H-mode,
reduction of the heat load onto the divertor plate is a critical issue. Considering discussions above, we take
into account the following trade-offs, or constraints, i.e., 1) available LHCD power, 2) allowable heat load
to the divertor plates, 3) available heating power for sustaining the steady state power balance in the core
and a4se 4) threshold power for L-H transition.

Based on the particle and power balance of the core plasma[2,4], the total particle flux <E>p and

the total heat flux g ta across the separatrix are <Dp = (M2orp)/(Cpz"E)and Qm = (0.048«207Tp)/rE ,

respectively (Vp is the plasma volume). From these quantities and the definition of the energy

confinement time, the temperature and the density of the core plasma are written as 7" = Crfiin/^p and
W2o =Q<£p°/9/Qii(9 > respectively (where CT and Cd are functions of the core plasma parameters). With

these equations, we express the following trade-offs, or constraints as functions of [Q^, O p ) , and discuss

the plasma operation space on (Q^, <&p).

The power required for LHCD is estimated by the following model[14];
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The available LHCD power and plasma current Ip in Eq.(9) are set to be 3.5 MW and 1.0 MA for the

EAST[3]. Then, Eq. (9) is written as

r db^c-'O"1479 < 3 5
j ) n a rQia

where (j*/p)= 10 is assumed in the present paper. In addition, the total heating power for the EAST is
set to be 7.5 MW[3], then the following relationship has to be considered,
^LHCD^ On ^ 7 . 5 . 0 1 )

The left inequality in Eq.(l 1) is rewritten as
C^ /9

)C p

The scaling law of the threshold power for the LH transition can also be written as the function of <t>p

and &, ,

( *" V /9

where M{ is the average ion mass (amu). The heat flux qMv to the divertor plates is limited to the

maximum allowable heat flux qmax from the engineering viewpoint. This condition is expressed as

^v =[^ + (r + M dkK M dC s s in(^>in^)<9 m a x (14)

where 6 denotes the inclination angle of the divertor plate to the magnetic lines force in the poloidal
22plane. Eq.(14) can also be expressed by Op and Q^ defined above. The gmax is taken to be 3.5MW/m2,

which corresponds to the averaged value estimated in ref.[3]. Finally, we obtain the four inequalities, i.e.,
Eqs.(lO), (12), (13) and (14), for the trade-off relationships of LHCD experiments.

3.2. Basic and qualitative features for EAST operational space
The main parameters of EAST are summarized in Table 1[3]. With these parameters, we explore

the possible operation space in the (S^Op) space as shown in Figure 4. The operational space is

painted, and each boundary is the operation condition as mentioned in the previous subsection. Figure 4
indicates that the allowable heat flux to the divertor plate is a key parameter to extend the possible
operation space. The upper boundary of Q^ is limited to3.0-3.5(MW) by qm <3.5(MW/m2). The

boundary of ?div<3.5(MW/m2) for g i n<3.0(MW) region implies a decrease of qMv by the

transition from the low to the high recycling state. The upper boundary of the particle fluxOp is

dominated by the power balance requirement for the low Qm region, while it is limited by the available

LHCD power for higher Qm. In other words, the available power for the LHCD tends to be a key

parameter to extend the operation density of the core plasma in this high Qm regime. In this exploration,

no gas puffing in the divertor region is assumed. The sudden changes in the curve for the required LHCD

power and the power balance around (g ta, Op) « (l .5 MW, 1.5 x 1021 s'1) are caused by the LH transition.

To extend the operational space, the following methods have been investigated in a qualitative
sense. In this series of investigations, the remaining parameters except the key parameter in the following
methods are kept at the same values as those in Figure 4. To extend the operational space, the divertor
temperature has to be reduced. Gas puffing in the edge region is one of the candidates for the decrease of
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the divertor temperature. When NpaS = 1.0 x 1021 s"1 (which corresponds to about 5% of the total neutral

source rate Na) is fuelled in the divertor region, the operational space is extended toward both the lower

particle flux range of <£p « 1.0xlO21 s'1 and the higher heat flux range of Qm =3.3-4.0 MW(Figure

5(a)). The impurity seeding in the SOL-divertor region is also one of the candidates to extend the
operation boundary. When it is possible to increase up to / ^ = 0.6 of the impurity radiation loss

fraction similar to the ITER divertor design, then the upper boundary of Qm is extended up to

Qm * 5.0MW (Figure 5(b)). Of course, the impact of the impurity seeding on the core plasma

performance should be carefully checked by more detailed numerical simulations, because f- is given

as the input parameter in the C-S-D model. In addition, the effect of impurity seeding on the efficiency of
LHCD is not calculated, either. By using the C-S-D model, it is revealed that gas puffing is an effective
method to extend the operational space toward both the lower <£p and higher Qm region. On the other

hand, achievement of / t o p = 0.6 has the possibility to extend up to Q^ * 5.0MW region.

4. Summary
The C-S-D model has been developed to investigate the overall and integrated features of the

core and edge plasma in tokamaks, and applied to the analysis of the EAST operational space. The basic
features of possible operational space have been studied for the LHCD steady-state operation. Various
kinds of trade-off have been taken into account in the analysis. Furthermore, we have confirmed that gas
puffing and impurity seeding in the edge region have the potential to extend the operational space. From
these applications to the study of the EAST operation space, the C-S-D model is shown to be a useful tool
to understand qualitatively the overall features of the operational space for future reactors under various
kinds of trade-off
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Table 1. Main plasma parameters of
JT-60U[ll]andEAST[31.
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Figure 1. The SOL-divertor parameters vs. the total

particle flux Op: (a) density, (b) temperature by the

C-S-D model and the B2-EIRENE.
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Figure 2. Total ion flux to the divertor plates. The
shaded region (the dots) corresponds to C-S-D model
(JT-60U recycling database). The ion flux to the plates
has a nonlinearity(~ne for low density region, ~nj5 for
high density region)[13].
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Figure 3. Total neutral flux from the divertor region.
The shaded region (the dot) corresponds to C-S-D
model (JT-60U recycling databasefl 3J). The
calibration factor Cn = 0.5 for the neutral transport
model is applied.
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Figure 4. Qualitative features of EAST operational space.
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Figure 5. The effect on gas puffing (a) and the impurity
seeding (b) on the EAST operational space.
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